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Tasks in machine learning often lead to classification and regression problems where ap-
plying models using convex objective functions could be beneficial. Consider the problem of
classifying n points in a compact set   over   , represented by        , according to mem-
bership of each point   in the classes 	 or  as specified by       . First, let & denote a
finite set of continuous base functions
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where ,       a method dependent convex loss function, and &." & denotes the linear
space generated by the base functions
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We show that the optimization problem defined in Eq. (4) includes several well-known
machine learning algorithms, such as certain variants of boosting methods [1, 2] and Support
Vector Machines [3, 4]. The nonlinear Gauss-Seidel (GS) method can be applied to optimize
Eq. (4), which alters model parameters one at a time. If #    has the Lipschitz continuity
property in Eq. (4) the convergence of GS can be proved. The GS method has low memory
requirements during optimization, but in large real-life problems, the solution is practically
infeasible due to the numerous iteration steps.
That is why the application of (heuristic) methods providing approximate solution seem
important here. We define a set of heuristic methods which quickly and efficiently determines
adequately functioning suboptimal solutions in a classification sense. The algorithms are based
on the methods of feature selection, a special field in machine learning. The methods used here
are called Sequential Forward Selection, Plus l-Take Away r and Sequential Forward Floating
Selection.
The proposed algorithms looks for solutions that have a predefined number of nonzero com-
ponents among the model parameters. We provide a justification for them by solving several
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